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H2020 Powerskin+: Carbon-neutral
non-residential buildings
Here we learn about Powerskin+, advanced next-generation multifunctional
building skins for energy and carbon-neutral non-residential buildings
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electric

vehicle

Li-ion

batteries. This approach will benefit
from the smart integration of highly
insulative climatic control panels, with
renewable on-site energy generation
and storage components, along with
dynamic and passive elements capable
of minimising energy demand and
maximising

indoor

environmental

quality, all delivered by a single full
combined solution.
Figure 1 - Primary total energy saving (heating, cooling and lighting) and related 30-year net
present value for façade refurbishment strategies for office buildings in Torino, Italy

Starting from TRL5 technology, the
ultimate objective of the 4-year project is to generate a set of POWERSKIN
PLUS hybrid-enabled system proto-
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types, and test them in an operational
environment (TRL7) in Portugal, Slovenia and the Czech Republic, treading
the path for future exploitation and
supporting the most desired EU transition to plus energy and carbon-neutral building standards.
POWERSKIN PLUS – Highly advanced
modular integration of insulation,
energising and storage systems for
Figure 2 – POWERSKIN PLUS approach for curtain walls combining a wide number of state-ofthe-art energy-efficient materials, energy harvesting solutions and energy storage technologies

POWERSKIN PLUS

Highly focused on the renovation

POWERSKIN PLUS is developing and
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scaling-up eco-innovative and cost-

and in-depth assessment of relevant

effective curtain wall façade solutions,

technical parameters, POWERSKIN
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based on nano-formulated VIP, phase
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change materials (PCM), ground-break-

and Positive Energy Buildings (PEB).
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The system currently being developed

and multifunctional nano-enabled

aims at providing the market with

coatings. The full POWERSKIN PLUS

effective and high performance “plug-

portfolio will comprise prefabricated

and-play” modular kits, covering ther-

and ‘easy-to-install’ modular glazing

mal insulation, energy harvesting and

and opaque elements, sustainable

energy storing, compatible with high-

eco-designed connecting framings,

throughput window/façade design and

and a dedicated large capacity electric

assembly technologies (Figure 2).
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non-residential buildings.
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